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Wait at the corner, Wait to jump in the car, Wait before dashing through the door. 
Proper doorway etiquette is always a winner with owners. 
The difference in Wait and Stay:   
 
Wait is a command you will use when walking and moving.   
Instruct your pup to stop and Wait with you.  
Practice this in your home going through doorways or on the way outdoors. 
Anything your puppy or dog has to cross over or move through they should Wait and then be released to move on. 
 
 
SIT-STAY  
Using both hand and verbal signal, give Sit command followed with the opposite hand for Stay. 
Continue to keep your pup in a Sit-Stay giving verbal and food reward. 
Be clear when releasing your puppy from the Sit-Stay position. 
Use one word and a light tap on their body to release them.  
Good release words are: All done, Release, Go Play, or Finished.   
By touching your puppy for their release they will learn to stay until you physically touch them and be less likely to 
anticipate their freedom. 
 

Training Tip: 
If your puppy moves or breaks their Stay, just reposition them and begin again.  If you get frustrated with your pup, stop 
your training and try it again later.  
 
PLACEMENT TRAINING 
Pick a spot in your home with a bed, mat or crate to help train your puppy to Stay on the Spot. 
Instruct your puppy to go to their spot and work on your Stay command there.  
This helps set your puppy up for success and they will learn to go to their spot for a reward and attention.  
 
Once your puppy understands he or she should Sit and Stay on their spot, mat or bed then you can begin to move 
backward or side-to-side to test their skills. 
 
DOWN STAY 
As you did with the Sit-stay you will repeat here the same using the Down-stay command. 
Be clear with each command, if your puppy stays in a sit position instruct them to Down-Stay, praise and reward. 
The release is the same as above, a verbal and slight touch on your puppy’s side using a specific word. 
 
THE GOLDEN RULE  
Never call your dog to you from a Stay position, if you begin to call them out from their stay they may become 
confused and break their stay. 
HEEL 
No pulling, No jumping, No lunging, No barking on your leash. 
If at anytime your puppy pulls, lunges or jumps out come to complete STOP and say Heel.  
This is the command you will use to teach your puppy to walk on a loose leash by your side. 
Keep good eye contact with your puppy. 
When you come to a stop say Heel, your puppy should reach the end of his or her leash and look back at you.  
When they turn to look at you, immediately give them praise and a reward. 
 
Pick one side for your dog to walk on.  
With leash in your left hand, use your right hand for signals move forward.  
 
Teaching the command Heel this is telling your dog to walk politely by your side. 
 
Do not feel discouraged if your puppy does not pick this up right away. Practice your loose leash walking first and as 
your puppy becomes more comfortable with the leash, then add Heel. 
 
Suggested alternative walking leads: Gentle leaders™, Easy walk™, Halti collars, No pull harnesses 
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